Topic Plan
Term 5
ICT:
IMovie:
We will be looking at the IMovie app, and
creating our own movie based on our
Ancient Greek topic.
Humanities:
Ancient Greeks:
This term, we will continue to look at the
Ancient Greeks. We will look at Ancient
Greek food, myths and the Olympic games.

Literacy:
Questioning: Focus on creating effective questions related
to our Ancient Greek Topic.
Narrative: Researching, planning and writing a nonchronological report and Greek poem.
Spelling: Homophones and a range of new verb prefixes
and words with common letter strings.
Grammar: Correct use of commas, apostrophes, direct and
indirect speech and relative clauses.
The Ancient Greeks:
Hook: The Ancient Greek Olympics.
End Product: Conducting our own Olympic
Games.

Music:
Charanga:
We will be using the Charanga Musical School to learn
about how we can use our voices to create music. We will
be focusing on songs that inspire us to “Be Happy”.

PE:
Swimming:
To continue our swimming session at
Brackley swimming pool.
Rounders:
To develop our batting, fielding and
bowling skills in the context of competitive
matches.

Science:

Maths:
Mr Clark: Looking at decimals, addition and subtraction,
fractions, percentages, multiplication and division.
Mrs Nottingham/Mrs Mortimer: Addition and subtraction,
multiplication, place value and decimals.
French:
Cultural festivals, places and cities, directions and general
conversation.

P.H.S.E:
Keeping Safe:
To research and discuss our local area.
To think about our local area and school. What are the
positives? What ways could they be improved?

Art:
Art:
To continue our Greek Vase project that depicts a scene
from Ancient Greek history.

The Human Life Cycle:
To look at the various stages of the human life cycle in
detail. We will also cover the changes humans can
experience over the course of their life cycle.

R.E:
What inspires you: To explore a range of religious figures
that can inspire and motivate people.

